5. Gather students around for the Drink Wars competition and say, “I need a student to
come up and add one teaspoon of sugar to the cup of tea and stir it.” Continue - ”And
what do we say to drinks with high amounts of sugar! Say ShFat That to drinks with
high amounts of sugar!”
6. Bring up another student (who hopefully likes tea) and ask if they would drink it with
one teaspoon of sugar in it. Most likely they will say “yes”.
7. From there, have different students come up and each add another teaspoon of sugar
to the cup of tea for a total of 9 more teaspoons into that cup. (10 total)
8. Ask the original child who said they would drink the tea with 1 teaspoon of sugar if
NOW they would want to drink the tea with the 10 total teaspoons that are in the cup.
9. Most likely that child will say “no”. This will lead to a conversation about how most of
our popular drinks have that much sugar or more and we just don’t realize we are
drinking all of it. For example, show the labels below. A 12oz can of Coke has 10
teaspoons / 39 grams of sugar. That is same amount we just did in the experiment! A
12oz can of Orange Fanta has even a bit more - 11 teaspoons / 44 grams of sugar, while
a 16oz bottle of Orange Fanta has 14.75 teaspoons / 59 grams of sugar!
10. Now you will move on to the next round of Drink Wars. This time look online (or bring
in the can / bottle) for the nutrition label of the student-voted favorite drink. Have
students calculate the amount of sugar in the drink (1 teaspoon= 4 grams) and remind
them that water still wins because it has no sugar and is the best drink for your body.
11. Feel free to continue more rounds of Drink Wars until your students realize how
important it is to look for the added sugar in what they are drinking.
12. Finally, announce that water is the clear winner in Drink Wars because not only is it
sugar-free but it makes your body feel good and gives you energy. Say SHFAT THAT
to drinks high in sugar!

Optional Next Steps & Resources:

This lesson can be extended to having students create a bar graph comparing the results of
the differing amounts of sugar.
This lesson coincides with the Nutrition Label lesson. You could first teach the Nutrition
Label lesson and then use this lesson as an opportunity for students to practice searching for
nutrition labels and identifying the amount of sugar per serving.
Students can keep a journal for a week documenting the different drinks they are consuming.
They could also track their energy level and see if it changes based on what they are
drinking.
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